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	Jean Stafford’s third and final novel, The Catherine Wheel, is a mordant tour de force concerning the gradual disintegration of a woman under pressures both societal and self-imposed.


	Katharine Congreve, a Boston society figure, is summering at her country house in Hawthorne, Maine, in the late 1930s, looking after the children of her cousin Maeve, as she does every year. Maeve and her husband, John Shipley, spend their summers in Europe, leaving their son and two daughters in Katharine’s care, but something is different this time: Shipley has promised to leave his wife for Katharine if his failing marriage with Maeve can’t be revived before the end of their vacation.


	Alone with the frivolous Honor and Harriet, teenage twins, and the younger Andrew, who seems to be hiding a private anguish of his own, Katharine must contend with her envy, her memories, her expectations, and her guilt. Under the watchful eyes of her charges and neighbors, a hint of madness is soon revealed at the heart of a happy, lazy New England summer
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Handbook of Discrete and Computational GeometryCRC Press, 1997

	While books and journals of high quality have proliferated in discrete and compu-
	tational geometry during recent years, there has been to date no single reference
	work fully accessible to the nonspecialist as well as to the specialist, covering all
	the major aspects of both fields. The Handbook of Discrete and Computational
	Geometry...
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Digital Privacy: Theory, Technologies, and PracticesAuerbach Publications, 2007
During recent years, a continuously increasing amount of personal data has been made available through different websites around the world. Although the availability of personal information has created several advantages, it can be easily misused and may lead to violations of privacy. With growing interest in this area, Digital Privacy:...
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Mastering WiresharkPackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		Master Wireshark and train it as your network sniffer
	
		Impress your peers and get yourself pronounced as a network doctor
	
		Understand Wireshark and its numerous features with the aid of this fast-paced book packed with numerous screenshots, and become a pro at resolving network...
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Switchmode Power Supply HandbookMcGraw-Hill, 1989
The bestselling reference--packed with essential new material! The leading hands-on guide in this rapidly expanding area of electronics, Keith Billing's revision of the Switchmode Power Supply Handbook brings additional state-of-the-art techniques and developments to engineers at all levels. Offering sound working knowledge of the latest in...
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HP-UX Virtual PartitionsPearson Education, 2002
vPars: The breakthrough solution for maximizing HP 9000 utilization, flexibility, and manageability.

	The authoritative guide to breakthrough Virtual Partitions (vPars) technology for HP-UX
	Transform virtually any HP 9000 into multiple "virtual" computers
	Includes practical examples and...
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Computer Modeling in Bioengineering: Theoretical Background, Examples and SoftwareJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Bioengineering is a broad-based engineering discipline that applies engineering principles and design to challenges in human health and medicine, dealing with bio-molecular and molecular processes, product design, sustainability and analysis of biological systems. Applications that benefit from bioengineering include medical devices, diagnostic...
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